Information for students for practical exercises in Biophysics

Website:

http://ubi.lf1.cuni.cz/en

Practice is held in rooms A, B, C and PC room.
Practical tasks are numbered on the tables.

1. A list of the practical exercises is available on our website and on the doors of room A and B.
We will allocate you to the individual practical exercises. The total number of exercises is 10 and you will need to finish all of them. Who begins with the task number one will continue with task number two who starts with number ten will continue with number one, etc.

2. For practical exercises Students will need:
pen + protocol sheet or notebook/tablet (bring to practice for recording results).
Instructions for each practical exercise, record and other study materials are available on our website.

3. Students must attend all 10 practical exercises. If a student is unable to come, due to ill health or other reasons, he will need to replace the exercise at the end of the semester/term. Please do not call us to excuse your absence! You do not need to demonstrate a medical certificate neither. A long-term illness will be dealt with individually.

4. Records.
Students have an access to each record on our website. Records can be printed and brought to the relevant exercise. A teacher signs each record after the practice. Students will complete protocols at home and submit them to the teacher according to the instructions (http://dl1.cuni.cz).
All records must be sent by January 31, 2020 at the latest !!!

5. Credits.
A student will receive a credit at the end of a semester, after he fulfilled his attendance (all 10 practical tasks), and submitted all his records.
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